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REMEDIATION OF A SLOPE FAILURE
ABOVE RETAINING WALL UNDER CONSTRUCTION
Miroslav Cerny
Dopravoprojekt a.s.,
Kominarska 2,4, 832 03 Bratislava, Slovakia, EU

Lubos Hrustinec
Slovak University of Technology in Bratislava, Faculty of Civil Engineering
Dept. of Geotechnics, Radlinskeho 11, 813 68 Bratislava, Slovakia, EU

ABSTRACT
In practice is for various reasons very difficult to assume a real sliding failure on the slip surface, which can be created from more
parts (straight and curved) with different local soil characteristics. Therefore is usually at classical methods of slope stability shear
surface replaced, for example by a cylindrical surface for cohesive soils. An important factor affecting stability is also the effect of
groundwater. In practice is just the influence of groundwater very often reason of landslides on natural slopes and cut slopes. Such
landslide has happened in the case of construction the retaining wall on the highway D1 in Slovakia. Cut slope above the built
retaining wall has failed approximately on area 4500 m2 with a few breaches, where the maximum height of segregation was about 2.5
m. Supporting pier of high voltage has failed during the landslide and also trussed pole of high voltage with cables over the highway
was threating. Before the landslide remediation works has started some inclinometers were built which helped to determine assumed
sliding surface and observe the further development of the landslide during its remediation. Final recovery works consisted of the
reduction of slope angle and drainage slope by sub−horizontal drill holes and drainage ribs.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, building of highway D1 in Slovakia (Central
Euope) is in progress. Highway D1 will connect western part
(capital city Bratislava) with eastern part (town Kosice) of
Slovakia (Fig. 1). At building the part sverepec – Vrtizer of
highway D1 has happened a landslide above a retaining wall
in area of motorway maintenance unit Povazska Bystrica.
Landslide areas were approximately 4500 m2 and landslide
volume about 20000 m3 with the maximal height of
segregation about 2.5 m (Fig. 3). Incured landslide was
photographical documented from December 2010 till June
2012 (Fig. 3 until Fig. 8). In the area of construction the
retaining wall with length 330 m have been noticed a few local
landslides. The most expansive part of landslide were located
above a left side of the retaining wall (Fig. 2). During the
landslide has failed supporting pier of high voltage situated
close to highway D1 (Fig. 5). At the time of beginning
landslide were according to project documentation realized
about 1600 running meters of pile wall (pile diameter 1.2 m)
and were necessary to finish remaining about 1000 rm of pile
which creates bearing structures of the retaining wall. Further
realization of piles were excluded because landslide has
reached level of pile work. At first visual inspection of the
landslide were suggested the following arrangements to help
analyze stability conditions of slope that failed during earth
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works, solve the stability problem and design a proper
solution:








Immediately ensure stability of supporting pier of
high voltage by attaching an anchor rope to an
anchor.
Immediately realize geodetic surveying of the
landslide area (site surveying and topographic plan
on a scale of 1:1000 or less) and continuous geodetic
monitoring of a landslide using conventional surveys
and GPS techniques.
Realize inclinometers for monitoring.
During realization of inclinometers make additional
geotechnical exploration, i.e. interpretation of
geotechnical properties and taking soil core samples.
Make shear strength tests of cohesive clayey soil
(peak and residual shear parameters of soil).
Realize drainage ribs.

After realizing primary arrangements which could be done in
winter time was landslide temporary stable. But at next month
(after melting snow) has occurred additional slope moves and
were appered new cracks. At this time one of supporting piers
of high voltage leant too much and fell down.
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Landslip were noticed also in places, where slope was not
excavated to the required depth (level of pile work). This
situation exclude a further eart work and also pile work. If
building job were continue the landslide above a retaining wall
in area of motorway maintenance would be incurred more
damage. For all that was necessary to make a proposal of
immediate primary remedial works.
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Fig. 3. Head scarp of landslide at left side above the retaining
wall (decembra 2010).
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Fig. 1. Highway D1 in Slovakia and the location of the
landslide area.
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Fig. 4. Head scarp of landslide at right side above the
retaining wall (decembra 2010).
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Fig. 2. Survey of landslide at left side above the retaining
wall ( A, B, C – cross section of head scarp of the landslide,
D1 - head scarp of the landslide surveyed in December 2010,
D2 - head scarp of the landslide surveyed in January 2011, E trussed pole of high voltage, IN-3 - inclinometer).
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Fig. 5. Inclination of the supporting pier of high voltage
caused by landslide at middle part of area (December 2010).
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FIRST PHASE OF REMEDIAL ACTIONS
At my first visual inspection (December 2010) of interest area
of motorway maintenance (landslide area) was investigated
that during a building work on the retaining wall was
determined relatively expansive landslide that results in a
three important problems:
1.
2.
3.

Fig. 6. General view of the landslide – left side view of
landslide near by existing highway (January 2011).

For prevention a next occurrence of slope deformations and
immediate temporary remedial stabilizing arrangements were
specified for these problems:
1.

2.
Fig. 7. Head scarp of landslide at left side above the retaining
wall (January 2011).

3.

Fig. 8. General view of the landslide – left side view of
landslide near by existing highway (January 2011).
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Landslide under trussed pole of high voltage situated
close to highway D1 (Fig. 3, 6, 7 and 8).
Damage of the supporting pier of high voltage
situated above already realized piles of retaining wall
(Fig. 5).
Smaller local landslide at right side of slope above
the retaining wall.

For stabilizing the landslide under trussed pole of
high voltage situated close to highway D1 were
defined following works:
Land up surface cracks and prevent a water
penetration to cracks.
Build up drains and drainage ribs to dewater all area
of landslide.
Realize a drainage rib close to the middle of landslide
so that lower edge of rib is 0.5 m under assumed slip
plane (rib depth about 3.5 m) and end of drainage rib
must by done at least 2 m behind head scarp of
landslide.
Realize inclinometer IN-3 for measuring horizontal
deformations in landslide.
For stabilizing the leant supporting pier of high
voltage situated above already realized piles of
retaining wall were defined following works:
Geodetic monitoring of all supporting piers of high
voltage situated at landslide.
By reason of emergency repair of supporting pier of
high voltage was proposed stabilization by micropiles
(assumption three vertical micropiles and two
inclined micropiles).
Realize inclinometer IN-2 for measuring horizontal
deformations in landslide.
Make sampling and shear strength tests of cohesive
clayey soil and determine peak and residual shear
parameters of soil.
For stabilizing smaller local landslide at right side of
slope above the retaining wall were defined following
works:
Dewater the area by drainage ribs.
Realize inclinometer IN-1 for measuring horizontal
deformations in landslide.

Inclinometers IN-1 and IN-2 were realized on 29 December
2011 and IN-3 on 28 January 2011. Geodetic surveying of all
supporting piers of high voltage situated at landslide and also
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Fig. 9. Geodetic monitoring of a landslide surface using
conventional surveys from December 2010 (red line) and from
January 2011 (green line) for cross section A.

According to the geodetic measurement in cross section C
(Fig. 11) resulting that a development of landslide was
unconfirmed along this direction, but it must be further
controlled by inclinometer measurement.
RESULTS
OF
EXPLORATION

ADDITIONAL

At the time of projection was done only one borehole above
the retaining wall by reason of inaccessible terrain and
position of supporting piers of high voltage. In primary project
were used engineering geological conditions also accordly to
geological exploration from area in front of the retaining wall.
Assumed geological profile in project documentation:
Quartenary
0 - 5.0 m Clay, medium tu high plasticity, frim
Neogene
5.0 – 15.0 m Clay, high plasticity, stiff
Without water.
During realization of inclinometers was done also an
additional geotechnical exploration include sampling.
Representative geological profile for the interest are (in place
of inclinometer IN-3) is showed in Fig. 12. Assumed subsoil
in this landslide area is created mostly by clay soil with stiff to
rigid consistency. At a depth of 9.6 m to 10 m is a layer of soft
clay. Groundwater were detected at a depth of 12 m with
significant hydrostatic uplift pressure.
Inclinometer
IN-3
0,0

QUATERNARY

MEAUREMENT OF SURFACE
FROM THE DECEMBER 2010

MEAUREMENT OF SURFACE
FROM THE JANUARY 2011

-1,4

MEAUREMENT OF SURFACE
FROM THE JANUARY 2011
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Anthropogenic fill (silt, firm)

-5,5
Grey-brown clay,
Medium to high plasticity,
firm

NEOGENE

-9,6
-10,0

-12,0
-13,0
-15,0

Fig. 11. Geodetic monitoring of a landslide surface using
conventional surveys from December 2010 (red line) and from
January 2011 (green line) for cross section C.

STEADY GROUNDWATER LEVEL
(>0m)

Deluvial clay ,
medium to high plasticity,
stiff

Fig. 10. Geodetic monitoring of a landslide surface using
conventional surveys from December 2010 (red line) and from
January 2011 (green line) for cross section B.
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GEOTECHNICAL

HYDROSTATIC UPLIFT
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whole area were done on 11 January 2011.
According to largest part of landslide at left side above the
retaining wall (monitoring by inclinometer IN-3) will be
furthermore explain in more detail. In this area were
graphically demonstrated movements in three cross sections of
landslide surface (Fig. 2., cross section A, B, C). Results of
geodetic measurement for single cross sections are showed in
Fig. 9. to the Fig. 11. Time between geodetic measurements
presented in figures was about three weeks. But during this
time were recorded expressive movements of head scarp of the
landslide mainly in cross section A and B.
Along the cross section C is very close embankment of
highway D1. Embankment toe was only about 22 m away
from head scarp of the landslide. Consequently was very
important evaluate geodetic and inclinometric measurements
in time.

Deluvial clay, soft
Deluvial clay,
Medium to high plasticity,
firm
Gravelly clay, firm
Sandy clay,
firm to stiff

APPEARED GROUNDWATER
LEVEL ( -12 m )

Fig. 12. Engineering geological and hydrogeological
conditions in place of inclinometer IN-3.
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For a consideration of visual inspection of construction site,
information of inclinometers, additional geotechnical
exploration, surveying of the landslide and others information
were possible to correctly analyze reasons of slope flaiure and
alternative ways of remedial solutions.
RESULTS OF INCLINOMETERS MEASUREMENTS
By reason of monitoring the landslide were realized three
inclinometers (IN-1, IN-2 and IN-3). According to largest part
of landslide at left side above the retaining wall (monitoring
by inclinometer IN-3) is discussed in more detail. Results of
horizontal displacement measurements from inclinometer IN-3
are presented in Fig. 13. From inclinometer data results that in
this area of landslide are identified two slip surfaces. The first
slip surface was located at depth of 1.5 m bellow the surface
and the second more massive slip surface was located at a
depth about 6.5 m, where occurred horizontal displacements
about 7 mm (Fig. 13).
From measurement also resulted an actuality that resultant
azimuth of slope movement was about 215° (slip surface was
only at a depth of 1.5) and after creation an another slip
surface at a depth of 6.5 m were resultant azimuth changed to
118°. It means that after this slip surface was slope moving
towards to base of slope. Displacements were regularly
measured and evaluated.
By consistent measurements (e.g. for IN-3 measured from
2/18/2011 to 4/15/2012) were documented horizontal
movement for slip surface at a depth of 6.5 m only 0.7 mm
what pointed at least on a partial slope stabilizing. Slope
stability was confirmed also during further measuring.
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DEFORMATION [mm]

Fig. 13. Inclinometer (IN-3) measurements to horizontal
displacement investigations on the landslide.
CALCULATIONS OF SLOPE STABILITY IN
LANDSLIDE AREA (BEFORE REMEDIATION)

THE

Before design a remediation were stability of failed slope
calculated for purpose of complex analyse reasons of landslide
genesis. Used soil parameters are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Soil properties used in stability calculations

Clay,
medium plasticity,
frim (quaternary)
Clay,
medium plasticity,
stiff (neogene)
Gravelly clay,
(neogenne)
Sandy clay,(neogene)

Density

Peak
cef
ef
°
kPa

Soil type

Clay,
high plasticity,
frim
Clay, medium
plasticity,
stiff

Shear strength
(effective)

Depth

Soil type

Table 1. Soil properties of additional geotechnical exploration
during inclinometers drilling.

DEPTH [m]

We can see from comparison of assumed geological
conditions and real geology according to the inclinometer
IN-3 a considerable difference. Significant difference is
especially an occurrence of groundwater with hydrostatic
uplift pressure and also different ordering and properties of
subsoil layers.
From taken core samples were done also shear strength tests
of cohesive clayey soils as shown in Table 1.
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Layered subsoil in slope area was defined accoding to
informations of additional geotechnical explorations. In
stability calculations was slip surface assumed by inclinometer
measurements (Fig. 13). Some results of stability calculations
for polygonal slip surface (calculation after Sarma) are shown
in Fig. 14 and for cylindrical slip surface (calculation after
Petterson) in Fig. 15. In general were documented slope
instability of landslide area (calculated safety factors fulfilled
the condition Fs  1.0).
Slip surface

(safety factor Fs = 0.98)

1
2

Sub-horizontal
drill holes

Retaining wall (Piles wal)

1 - clay (quaternary)
2 - clay (neogene)
3 - gravelly clay (neogene)
4 - sandy clay (neogene)

Fig. 16. Situation of sub-horizontal drill holes.

3
4 - Íl štrkovitý (neogén)

4

Fig. 14. Calculation of safety factor (after Sarma) for a
polygonal slip surface assumed by measurements of
inclinometer IN-3 (calculated safety factor Fs = 0.98).
Slip surface

(safety factor Fs = 0.94)

1
2

1 - clay (quaternary)
2 - clay (neogene)
3 - gravelly (neogene)
4 - sandy clay (neogene)

3
4 - Íl štrkovitý (neogén)

4

Fig. 15. Calculation of safety factor (after Petterson) for a
cylindrical slip surface assumed by measurements of
inclinometer IN-3 (calculated safety factor Fs = 0.94).
DESIGN OF LANDSLIDE REMEDIAL WORKS
On the basis of complex problem analysis were considerate
the following arrangements for stabilizing landslide area:
1.

Fig. 17. Sub−horizontal drill hole during works (June 2011).
2.

Reduction of slope angle behind the retaining wall:

Reduction of slope angle to inclination 1:4.2 according to an
stability calculation make possible to not extend piles (demant
an anchoring, what could be a problem in clayey soils), but
hold design of retaining wall after documentation (cheaper and
simpler solution). By this means was saved permanent land
occupation and expanded was only temporary occupation and
also volume of cutting. Photos of realizing remedial works and
building the retaining wall are shown in Fig. 18. until Fig. 21.

Dewatering all area of landslide and release
groundwater level:

Dewatering of area were realized by sub-horizontal drill holes
and drainage ribs.
Sub-horizontal drill holes were designed in number 18 pieces
with length from 40 m to 56 m (Fig. 16). Drill holes were
made from steel perforated (slotted perforation 6.5%) tubes
with diameter 89/4.5 mm and realize with inclination 2.5°.
View of a sub-hrizontal drill hole is shown in Fig. 17.
After drilling works were drill holes flushed with water and
together with drainage ribs delivered water from slope to the
drainage ditch located behind the retaining wall. This
dewatering is still working what proves water in the drainage.
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Fig. 18. The retaining wall under construction (June 2011).
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CALCULATIONS OF SLOPE STABILITY
LANDSLIDE AREA (AFTER LANDSLIDE)

Fig. 19. A realization of gabion facing creating of the
retaining wall (June 2011).

IN

THE

Properties of soil used in stability calculations are are shown
in Table 2. Bacause slope behind the retaining wall was
disturbed by landslide are in stability calculations used
residual shear strength parameters. Required minimal safety
factor for slope stability after remediation is consider
according to Eucode 7 with value Fs ≥ 1.1. In calculations
were assumed a reduced groundwater level about 4 m under a
surface. Boundary conditions of stability calculations are
presented for a slip surface above retaining wall in Fig. 22.
Calculated critical slip surface was polygonal shaped
according to Sarma and minimal safety factor was Fs = 1.12.
Consequently calculated safety factor satisfy the requirement
of minimal safety factor.
Slip surfce

(safety factor Fs = 1.12)

1
2

1 - clay (quaternary)
2 - clay (neogene)
3 - gravelly clay (neogene)
4 - sandy clay (neogene)

3
4 - Íl štrkovitý (neogén)

4

Fig. 22. Calculation of safety factor (after Sarma) for a
polygonal slip surface above retaining wall after remedial
works (calculated safety factor Fs = 1.12).

Fig. 20. A realization of drainage ditch behind the retaining
wall and its consistent termination (June 2011).

Boundary conditions and also results of stability calculations
for general stability with slip surface under retaining wall are
presented in Fig. 23. Calculated critical slip surface was
cylindrical shaped according to Petterson and minimal safety
factor was Fs = 1.36. Again calculated safety factors satisfy
the requirement of minimal safety factor.
Slip surface

(safety factor Fs = 1.36)

Pile wall

1
2

4

ZAVER

Fig. 21. View of the finished retaining wall (June 2012).
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1 - clay (quaternary)
2 - clay (neogene)
3 - gravelly clay (neogene)
4 - sandy clay (neogene)

3
4 - Íl štrkovitý (neogén)

Fig. 23. Calculation of safety factor (after Petterson) for a
cylindrical slip surfaceunder retaining wall after remedial
works (calculated safety factor Fs = 1.36).
From stability calculations resulted well known that an
important effect on stability has a dewatering. In our case were
used sub-horizontal drill holes and drainage ribs.
Calculated slope angle (1:4.2) above the retaining wall on the
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assumption that groundwater was not reduced (i.e. about 1 m
under surface) is near to equilibrium state (Fs≈1.1).
For all that is necessary to ensure dewatering landslide area
for achieving the required (after STN EN 1997-1) safety
factor. For assumption of decrease groundwater level was
verified required factor for critical slip surface above (Fig. 22)
and also under (Fig. 23) retaining wall.

Bratislava, Slovakia.

CONCLUSION

Kezdi, A. [1974], “Handbook of soil mechanics”, Volume1 Soil physics, Akademiai Kiado, Budapest, Hungary

Analysed stability problem was after complex analysis solved
by processes which debug causes of failure. For achieving the
required stability were necessary to primarily ensure
dewatering landslide area what significantly influenced
stability of interest area.
As was shown in this paper the slope stability problem despite
of its relative simplicity is still one of the most expanded
geotechnical problem.
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